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Season 5, Episode 3
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Unusual Suspects



Set in 1989, the story of the founding of The Lone Gunmen is finally told as we see how a straight-laced federal employee, a sex mad AV expert, and a nerdy computer hacker meet Susanne Modeski, a strange woman with evidence of a government conspiracy. When their plan to expose the conspiracy fails and Susanne is captured by a group of men-in-black, led by none other than X, they soon become a paranoid group of government watchdogs.
Quest roles:
Tom Braidwood(Melvin Frohike), Bruce Harwood(John Fitzgerald Byers), Dean Haglund(Richard 'Ringo' Langly), Signy Coleman(Susanne Modeski), Steven Williams(Mr. X), Richard Belzer(John Munch), Eric Knight(The Hacker Dude (uncredited)), Kenneth H. Hawryliw(Ken Hawryliw), Chris Nelson Norris(Swat Lieutenant), Stuart O'Connell(1st SWAT Cop), Glenn Williams(Officer)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 November 1997, 20:00
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